PUBLIC NOTICE
CALL FOR A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BLOUNT COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS AND THE BLOUNT COUNTY BOARD OF ZONING
APPEALS TO BE HELD AT THE BLOUNT COUNTY COURTHOUSE IN
MARYVILLE, TENNESSEE, ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2006, AT 6:30
P.M.
Pursuant to and in accordance with the authority vested in me by Tennessee Code Annotated § 5-5-105, I hereby call the Board of County Commissioners of Blount County, Tennessee and the Blount County Board of Zoning Appeals to meet in special session on the
7th day of November, 2006, at 6:30 P.M. at the Blount County Courthouse in Maryville, Tennessee, for the following:
1.

Discussion regarding Blount County Board of Zoning Appeals.
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APPROVED:

ATTEST:
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Hargis – nay
Lail – nay
Ramsey – aye
There were 3 voting aye, 17 voting nay, and 1 absent. Chairman Ramsey declared the motion to
have failed.
IN RE: RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT AND
THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BOARD.
Commissioner Hargis made a motion to approve the resolution. Commissioner Keeble seconded
the motion.
A roll call vote was taken:
Ballard – aye
Harrison – aye
Lewis – aye
Reeves – aye
Burchfield – absent
Hasty – aye
McCulley – aye
Samples – aye
Farmer – aye
Helton – aye
Melton – aye
Walker – aye
French – aye
Keeble – aye
Murrell – aye
Graham – aye
Kirby – aye
Proffitt – aye
Hargis – aye
Lail – aye
Ramsey – aye
There were 20 voting aye, and 1 absent. Chairman Ramsey declared the motion to have passed.
IN RE: REPORTS.
Commissioner Melton made a motion to approve the reports. Commissioner Kirby seconded the
motion.
A voice vote was taken with Chairman Ramsey declaring the motion to have passed.
IN RE: RESOLUTION SUPPORTING AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE STATE OF TENNESSEE.
Commissioner Helton made a motion to approve the resolution. Commissioner Hasty seconded
the motion.
A voice vote was taken on the motion with Chairman Ramsey declaring the motion to have
passed.
IN RE: RESOLUTION SUPPORTING AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE II, SECTION 28 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE.
Commissioner French made a motion to approve the resolution. Commissioner McCulley seconded the motion.
A voice vote was taken on the motion with Chairman Ramsey declaring the motion to have
passed.
IN RE: BLOUNT COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT PROPERTY.
Commissioner Walker made a motion to approve the concept of a property swap with a developer
to build a new Highway Department building. Commissioner Keeble seconded the motion.
A voice vote was taken on the motion with Chairman Ramsey declaring the motion to have
passed.
IN RE: BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS.
The Commission discussed recent litigation involving the Board of Zoning Appeals. Commissioner Reeves made a motion to have a special called meeting of the County Commission and the Board
of Zoning Appeals. Commissioner Kirby seconded the motion.
A roll call vote was taken:
Ballard – nay
Harrison – aye
Lewis – aye
Reeves – aye
Burchfield – absent
Hasty – aye
McCulley – aye
Samples – nay
Farmer – nay
Helton – aye
Melton – nay
Walker – aye
French – aye
Keeble – aye
Murrell – aye
Graham – nay
Kirby – nay
Proffitt – aye
Hargis – aye
Lail – aye
Ramsey – aye
There were 14 voting aye, 6 voting nay, and 1 absent. Chairman Ramsey declared the motion to
have passed.
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Commissioner Samples made a motion to issue a vote of confidence in the Board of Zoning Appeals. Commissioner Graham seconded the motion.
A voice vote was taken with Chairman Ramsey declaring the motion to have passed.
It was agreed without vote to set the called meeting for November 7, 2006, at 6:30 pm.
IN RE: ADJOURNMENT.
Commissioner Samples made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Murrell seconded
the motion. A voice vote was taken with Chairman Ramsey declaring the meeting to be adjourned.
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TCA 13-7-110. Building commissioner - Position established - Permits.

Any county legislative body may provide for the enforcement of its zoning regulations
by means of the withholding of building permits and, for such purpose, may establish the
position of county building commissioner and may fix the compensation attached to
such position. The county building commissioner shall be appointed by the county
mayor, subject to the confirmation of the county legislative body. From and after the
establishment of such position and the filling of same, it is unlawful to erect, construct,
reconstruct, alter or use any building or other structure within the territory covered by
such zoning regulations without obtaining a building permit from such county building
commissioner, and such building commissioner shall not issue any permit unless the
plans for the proposed erection, construction, reconstruction, alteration or use fully
conform to all zoning regulations then in effect.

(Our Zoning Regulations) Section 10.3.
Building Commissioner.
Tennessee Code Annotated 13-7-110 provides for the
establishment of the position of Building Commissioner. Accordingly, the position of
Building Commissioner is hereby established under the office of the County Executive.
The Building Commissioner shall be appointed by the County Legislative Body. The
duties of the Building Commissioner shall be the following: generally enforcing the
provisions and regulations of this Resolution; administration of building permits
including the keeping and maintenance of records of such; accepting and forwarding
applications for decision by the Board of Zoning Appeals or the Planning Commission
under provisions of this Resolution; recommendation to the Board of Zoning Appeals or
Planning Commission on items under their authority; keeping and maintaining minutes
and records of the Board of Zoning Appeals; instituting or initiating other modes of
enforcement as provided in Section 10.2. The Blount County Planning Department shall
act as technical support to the Building Commissioner in reviewing and making
recommendation on items for decision before the Board of Zoning Appeals and the
Planning Commission.
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TCA 13-7-106. Creation of county board of zoning appeals - Appointment of
members - Terms - Vacancies - Training and continuing education.

(a) The legislative body of any county which enacts zoning regulations under the
authority of this part shall create a county board of zoning appeals of three (3) or five (5)
members. In any county which has adopted a charter form of government as provided in
the Constitution of Tennessee, art. VII, § 1, and by § 5-1-201, and which has a
population of less than six hundred thousand (600,000) according to the 1980 federal
census or any subsequent federal census, the legislative body of any such county which
enacts zoning regulations under the authority of this part shall create a county board of
zoning appeals of five (5), seven (7) or nine (9) members. The county legislative body
shall be the appointing power of the members of such board of appeals and may fix their
compensation and their terms, which terms shall be of such length and so arranged that
the term of one (1) member will expire each year. In any county which has adopted a
charter form of government as provided in the Constitution of Tennessee, art. VII, § 1,
and by § 5-1-201, and which has a population of less than six hundred thousand
(600,000) according to the 1980 federal census or any subsequent federal census, the
county legislative body shall arrange their terms in any fashion so long as no member's
term exceeds five (5) years in length. The county legislative body may remove any
member for cause upon written charges and after a public hearing. Vacancies shall be
filled for unexpired terms in the same manner as in the case of original appointments.
The county legislative body may appoint associate members of the board, and, in the
event that any regular member be temporarily unable to act owing to absence from the
county, illness, interest in a case before the board, or other cause, such associate
member's place may be taken during such temporary disability by an associate member
designated for the purpose by the county legislative body. The county legislative bodies
of two (2) or more counties may, by ordinances enacted by both or all of them, arrange
and provide for a joint or common board of zoning appeals.
(b) (1) Each board of zoning appeals member shall, within one (1) year of initial
appointment and each calendar year thereafter, attend a minimum of four (4) hours of
training and continuing education in one (1) or more of the subjects listed in subdivision
(b)(5).
(2) Each full-time or contract building commissioner or other administrative official
whose duties include advising the board of zoning appeals shall, each calendar year,
attend a minimum of eight (8) hours of training and continuing education in one (1) or
more of the subjects listed in subdivision (b)(5).

(3) Each of the individuals listed in subdivisions (b)(1) and (2) shall certify by
December 31 of each calendar year such individual's attendance by a written statement
filed with the secretary of such individual's respective board of zoning appeals. Each
statement shall identify the date of each program attended, its subject matter, location,
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sponsors, and the time spent in each program.
(4) The legislative body of the county shall be responsible for paying the training and
continuing education course registration and travel expenses for each board of zoning
appeals member and full-time building commissioner or other administrative official
whose duties include advising the board of zoning appeals.
(5) The subjects for the training and continuing education required by subdivisions
(b)(1) and (2) shall include, but not be limited to, the following: land use planning;
zoning; flood plain management; transportation; community facilities; ethics; public
utilities; wireless telecommunications facilities; parliamentary procedure; public hearing
procedure; land use law; natural resources and agricultural land conservation; economic
development; housing; public buildings; land subdivision; and powers and duties of the
board of zoning appeals. Other topics reasonably related to the duties of the board of
zoning appeals and the building commissioner or other administrative official whose
duties include advising the board of zoning appeals may be approved by majority vote of
the board of zoning appeals prior to December 31 of the year for which credit is sought.
(6) Each local board of zoning appeals shall keep in its official public record
originals of all statements and the written documentation of attendance required to
comply with these provisions for three (3) years after the calendar year in which each
statement and appurtenant written documentation is filed.
(7) Each board of zoning appeals member and each building commissioner or other
administrative official whose duties include advising the board of zoning appeals shall
be responsible for obtaining written documentation signed by a representative of the
sponsor of any training and continuing education course for which credit is claimed,
acknowledging the fact that the individual attended the program for which credit is
claimed.
(8) If a board of zoning appeals member fails to complete the requisite number of
hours of training and continuing education within the time allotted by this subsection (b)
or fails to file the statement required by this subsection (b), then this shall constitute a
cause for the removal of the board of zoning appeals member from the board of zoning
appeals.
(9) The legislative body of the county may, at any time, opt out of the provisions of
this subsection (b) by passage of a resolution. Further any such legislative body that has
opted out may, at a later date, opt in by passage of a resolution.
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TCA 13-7-108. Persons taking appeals.

Appeals to the board of appeals may be taken by any person aggrieved, or by any
officer, department or board of the county affected, by any grant or withholding of a
building permit or by any other decision of a building commissioner or other
administrative official, based in whole or in part upon the provisions of any ordinance
under this part.

TCA 13-7-109. Powers of board of appeals.

The board of appeals has the power to:
(1) Hear and decide appeals where it is alleged by the appellant that there is error in any
order, requirement, decision or refusal made by the county building commissioner or any
other administrative official in the carrying out or enforcement of any ordinance enacted
pursuant to this part;
(2) Hear and decide, in accordance with the provisions of any such ordinance, requests
for special exceptions or for interpretation of the map or for decisions upon other special
questions upon which such board is authorized by any such ordinance to pass; and
(3) Where, by reason of exceptional narrowness, shallowness, or shape of a specific
piece of property at the time of the enactment of the regulation or by reason of
exceptional topographic conditions or other extraordinary and exceptional situation or
condition of such piece of property, the strict application of any regulation enacted under
such sections would result in peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties to or
exceptional and undue hardship upon the owner of such property, authorize, upon an
appeal relating to the property, a variance from such strict application so as to relieve
such difficulties or hardship; provided, that such relief may be granted without
substantial detriment to the public good and without substantially impairing the intent
and purpose of the zone plan and zoning ordinances.
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(Our zoning regulations) Article 11.

BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS.

Section 11.1. Creation and Membership. In accordance with Tennessee Code
Annotated 13-7-106, the Blount County Board of Zoning Appeals, referred to elsewhere
in this Resolution as Board of Zoning Appeals or Board, is hereby created with five
regular members. The County Legislative Body shall appoint regular members of the
Board. The terms of each regular member shall be five years, provided that the first
appointments upon adoption of this Resolution shall be for staggered terms of one, two,
three, four, and five years such that the term of one regular member shall expire each year
thereafter. Regular members may be appointed for successive terms. Vacancies for
regular members shall be filled for unexpired terms in the same manner as in the case of
original appointments. The County Legislative Body may appoint and designate
associate members of the Board. Such associate members are authorized to sit and act in
the stead for any regular member who is temporarily unable to act owing to absence from
the county, illness, interest in a case before the Board, or other cause. The term of such
associate members shall be for the specific time period that a regular member is
temporarily unable to act. The County Legislative Body may remove any member of the
Board for cause upon written charges and after a public hearing, causes to include but not
limited to absence from any three consecutive meetings of the Board, or absence from
more than five meetings of the Board within any twelve calendar months.
Section 11.3. Powers of the Board of Zoning Appeals. In accordance with
Tennessee Code Annotated 13-7-107 and 109, the Board has the following powers:
A.
Hear and decide appeals of administrative decisions or actions in the
carrying out or enforcement of provisions or regulations of this Resolution, in
accordance with Section 11.4 below.
B.
Hear and decide requests for special exceptions under conditions specified
in this Resolution and in accordance with Section 11.5 below.
C.
Authorize, upon an appeal relating to the property in question, a variance
or variances from the strict application of the provisions or regulations of this
Resolution under conditions specified in this Resolution and in accordance with
Section 11.6 below.
D.
Interpret the Zoning Map and pass upon disputed questions of lot lines or
district boundaries on the Zoning Map as they arise in the administration of this
Resolution, and in conformity with guidance contained in Article 8.
Section 11.6. Variances. The Board of Zoning Appeals may grant variances
to the strict application of regulations in this Resolution where such application of
regulations would result in peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional
and undue hardship upon the owner of a parcel of property. To that end, the following
shall apply.
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A.
An application for a variance shall include an explanation of the specific
hardship or difficulties claimed, reasons why relief should be granted, and the
minimum relief that needs to be granted to overcome the hardship or difficulties,
and shall be presented to the Building Commissioner at least fifteen working days
prior to consideration by the Board. The Board may require additional
information of the applicant in order to make a decision on the application.
B.
The Chairman of the Board shall set a date and time for hearing on the
application no later than 60 days after submission of the application, or
alternatively, the Board may consider the application at any appropriate regular
meeting. The Building Commissioner shall publish notice of the application and
hearing time, date and place in a newspaper of general circulation within the
county at least five days prior to the hearing, as well as due notice to the
applicant.
C.
The land or site of the variance application shall be posted by a sign set by
the Building Commissioner along a fronting or adjacent public road notifying
neighboring property owners of the application, date, time and place of hearing,
and telephone number of the Building Commissioner for further information.
Such sign shall be posted at least five days prior to the date of the hearing.
D.
The Building Commissioner shall forward to the Board copies of all
records relating to the application, along with his or her analysis and
recommendation on the application.
E.
The Board shall act on the application within 60 days of the hearing,
unless the applicant requests an extension of time. Upon hearing, any party or
parties in interest may appear in person or by agent or attorney.
F.
The Board shall limit the granting of variances to the minimum needed to
overcome hardships or difficulties based only on the following criteria:
1.
The hardship or difficulty is present by reason of exceptional
narrowness, shallowness or shape of a specific piece of property existing at the
time of the enactment of this Resolution or any relevant amendment thereto; or
2.
The hardship or difficulty is present by reason of exceptional
topographic conditions of a specific piece of property; or
3.
The hardship or difficulty is present by reason of other
extraordinary and exceptional situation or condition of a specific piece of
property; or
4.
The strict application of regulations would result in substantial loss
of value of land, such substantial loss of value being considered in this Resolution
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as an extraordinary and exceptional condition of a specific piece of property,
provided that a small reduction of value shall not be considered as a valid basis
for granting a variance; and
5.
The hardship or difficulty is not the result of or created by the
actions of the applicant;
G.
Notwithstanding findings under subsection F. above, the Board may deny
the application for variance if it finds and concludes, based on the information
submitted in the application or provided at the hearing, that one or more of the
following conditions holds or will hold:
1.
or safety;

granting of the variance will materially endanger the public health

2.
granting of the variance will substantially injure the value of
adjoining or abutting property;
3.
granting of the variance will not be in conformity with the
purposes, intents or goals of this Resolution;
H.
All conditions and requirements set by the Board shall be entered on the
minutes of the hearing, and the Building Commissioner shall notify the applicant
of such conditions and requirements by written letter. All conditions and
requirements set by the Board shall be enforceable in the same manner and to the
same extent as any other provision or requirement of this Resolution.
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